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Abstract
i
The Helicopter Icing Consortium (HIC)t'conducted one of the first U.S.
tests of a heavily instrumented model in the controlled environment of a re-
frigerated tunnel _1_. In the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) at NASA Lewis
Research Center (NASA LERC), ice was accreted on the main rotor blade i
of the BMTR-1 Sikrosky model helicopter under a variety of environmental
conditions, such that liquid water content (LWC) and volume mean droplet
diameter (VMD) ranges reflected the Federal Aviation Agency and Depart-
ment of Defence icing condition envelopes (1)/This report gives the corre- !
lated results of the data provided by NASA LERC. The method of statistical
analysis is discussed. Lift, thrust, and torque coe_cients are presented as a
function of icing time, as correlated with changes in ambient temperature,
z
LWC, and VMD. The physical significance of these forces is discussed.
Introduction
A majority of the U.S. military and civil helicopters in use today do
not have clearance to operate in forecast icing conditions, or have a strictly
limited clearance, due to the extreme sensitivity rotors display under ice
accretion conditions. Currently the industry is lacking reliably adequate ro-
tor deicing systems, and present all-weather certification of U.S. military
and civil helicopters relies heavily upon flight testing in natural icing con-
ditions, which is an expensive, potentially hazardous, and time-consuming
process. Therefore U.S. helicopter manufacturers, in order to increase their
all-weather capabilities, have expressed a desire for alternate methods of data
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versity, Bell Helicopter Textron, Boeing Helicopter, McDonnell Douglas He-
licopters, and Sikorsky Aircraft.
acquisition to be used in obtaining FAA certification. Prior to the OH-58
Tail Rotor Rig test at NASA LERC, only the French had conducted any
icing wind tunnel testing of a scaled rotor (3). Their data compared favor-
ably with full-scale natural icing flight test data, and indicated that icing
tunnel testing would prove to be a viable method of collecting iced rotor
performance data (4, Appendix B). The promising results obtained in the
ONERA Wind Tunnel by Guffond (3) was instrumental in the formation of
the HIC, the OH-58, and the Sikrosky BMTR-1 testing.
Data Acquistion
Experimental data was obtained through a dynamic data acquisition
system, a safety of flight system, and a number of other measurement and
cataloguing techniques. Spray times, temperature and shedding event times
were recorded, and each run was video-taped to provide a time-history of
the ice accretion and shedding. Appendix C contains photographs of the ice
accreted along the leading edge of the rotor blades during testing and lists
the conditions under which the ice shapes were formed.
Data Analysis
Ratio of coefficients of torque, lift, and thrust to solidity, i.e., CQ/a,
O"C L/ , and CT/O', respectively, were plotted versus icing time for correla-
tion parameters of temperature, LWC, VMD. Early analyses of the data (5)
indicated that shaft angle, 0, had little effect on torque, llft, and thrust re-
sponse to icing conditions. Therefore two sets of data were correlated; one
set includes _, the other does not assume 0 to be a significant variable.
Data files were received in Lotus format and plotted using the graphics
package Grapher, readily available in the Department of Aerospace Engi-
neering at Texas A&M University. The data was corrected for icing start
time before plotting. In the original files, data was obtained before the ini-
tiation of icing conditions, therefore when data was correlated, points were
taken beginning at the icing start time. The last twenty to thirty seconds of
data taken indicate the response of the rotor to a decrease in ice accretion
as the spray rig was shut off, referred to as the rotor's "post cloud behavior
(2)." The standard deviation of the statistical variables LWC, VMD, and
temperature was kept to a minimum when choosing data sets for analysis;
however, no other restrictions were placed on the chosen sets. It was found
that including 0 as a statistical variable greatly reduced the variety of icing
runs which could be grouped for analysis. Effort was made to use as many
different sets of icing data as possible in order to obtain a representational
subset of the complete data taken.
Physical Significance
Helicopter rotor performance is highly sensitive to ice accretion; lift,
thrust, and torque will vary with the type of ice accreted, the variation of ice
growth along the span of the blades, and the amount and location of shed
ice. Thus it is important to understand the characteristics of ice accretion
and the physical properties of the accreted ice in order to begin to describe
rotor performance variations.
Ice will grow nonuniformly along the span of a blade as a function of
local velocity variation and local aerodynamic heating effects. The smooth
rime ice, which in some experiments has been shown to actually increase
the performance of a blade under certain conditions, increases in thickness
as a function of velocity. However, aerodynamic heating effects increase in
significance as a function of velocity also, and can raise the surface temper-
ature such that the rime ice shape is transformed into the more detremental
double-horn shape of glaze ice (2).
Rime ice is associated with smaller droplets, lower LWC values, and
temperatures below 14 degrees Fahrenheit. These smaller droplets are more
likely to be deflected around the airfoil, resulting in a small impingement
zone near the leading edge. Glaze ice forms at temperatures between 14
degrees Fahrenheit and freezing and has a density nearer to that of water
than rime ice. As droplet size and density increases, the impingement limit
moves farther back on the airfoil of the blade, causing a greater area to be
influenced by the accretion process.
The shedding process plays an important role in the outcome of an
icing encounter. If ice is shed from a propeller late in the accretion pro-
cess, the shed ice may cause damage to the fuseage or may be injested by
intakes. Heavily accreted blades which shed nonuniformly may experience
unbalance, which results in high vibratory loads on the rotor. The goal of
deicing systems, then, is to force shedding early in the accretion process, be-
fore significant decreases in lift and thrust occur, and before the mass (thus
energy) of the shed ice becomes a hazard to the aircraft.
Torque
In all cases tested, torque rose as a function of icing time. For both sets
of data, CQ/o" increases for increasing VMD, as shown clearly in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows a no-shedding case at VMD--15#m. Rotor torque decreases
slightly for minor shedding, and exhibits more pronounced changes when
large areas of accreted ice are shed. In almost cases, some residual ice will
be seen after shedding.
Increase in LWC increases CQ/O" as expected, as seen in Figures 3 and
4. Note the overlapping which occurs in Figure 3 that does not in Figure
4, suggesting that LWC plays less of a role at higher temperatures on the
affects of torque. The effects of temperature at two different shaft angles are
shown in Figures 5 and 6. As temperature increases, the torque needed by
the rotor to maintain a contant rotational velocity decreases, indicating that
some melting and/or shedding has occured on the blades.
Figure 7 clearly indicates the effects of negative and positive 0 on torque.
Both show steady increasing functions with icing time, but the shift in value
of CQ/a is approximately 0.28 throughout the icing time, where CQ/er(0
=-6.5) > c'Q/ (o =+2.4).
Lift
Lift was shown to decrease with icing time for all parameters analyzed. It
is not smoothly decreasing, but an overall oscillatory decrease. At the start of
an icing encounter, lift will decrease rapidy due to the roughness induced by
the initial ice accreted (2). Figures 8 and 9 show CL/a as a function of VMD;
there is much mixing of the data, indicating that lift is not strongly dependent
on volume mean droplet diameter, and more dependent on other parameters
such as liquid water content, which may have a greater influence on the
weight of the accreted ice in normal icing encounters (excluding freezing
rain). For increasing LWC, lift exhibits a more defined decrease, as seen in
Figures 10 and 11, however even this decrease of LWC is only on the order of
3 to 5% from LWC=0.35 gm/rn "_to LWC=0.75 gm/m 3. In Figure 12, CL/a
clearly increases over a temperature range of -12.3 °F to +27.4 °F. For the
same change in 0 as in the case for torque, lift is not so clearly influenced;
i.e., data overlap continually as CI./_" decreases over icing time as seen in
Figure 13.
Thrust
CT/O" exhibits the same trends as CL/a, as expected, as lift and thrust
are identical in nature for this case. Had forward motion of the aircraft been
simulated then the values of lift and thrust would not have coincided, as a
component of the total thrust affected by the ice accretion would have been
delegated to forward motion only. Numerical differences between the two
coemcients tend to enter in only the third or fourth decimal place. Figures
14 through 17 show CT/O" as a function of icing time for the parameters of
VMD, LWC, and 8. See Appendix A for statistical data concerning plots of
CT/a and CL/(r.
Concluding Remarks
Examination of the correlated data has provided encouraging results.
The data show the effects of liquid water content, volume mean droplet
diameter, temperature, and shaft angle. Qualitative trends correctly follow
those known to exist in flight. The model exhibits the correct physical trends
for an actual icing encounter, including reactions to shedding and post-cloud
behavior. Multiple runs with thesame parameter _alues, though not plotted
formally here, have shown good repeatability. Torque rises as a function
of icing time for all parameters tested, while lift and thrust decrease. It
appears that this data, and the method from which it was provided, will
prove helpful in future research and development of model testing in the
area of data acquisition for all-weather flight certification.
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Appendix A
Scatter Plot Statistics
RUN CLIo" Cr/_r
No. AVG. ST. DEV. AVG. ST. DEV.
70 0.06375 1.36E-3 0.0631 1.299E-3
72 0.06394 1.424E-3 0.0636 1.109E-3
75 0.06045 1.552E-3 0.0604 1.751E-3
85 0.06190 2.007E-3 0.0619 2.158E-3
87 0.06238 1.313E-3 0.0624 1.33E-3
89 0.06267 1.064E-3 0.0628 1.077E- 3
90 0.06178 1.638 E-3 0.0617 1.671E-3
91 0.06135 2:025E-3 0.0615 2.238E-3
99 0.06182 1.674E- 3 0.0618 1.897E- 3
100 0.05894 1.800E-3 0.0590 2.103E-3
101 0.06116 1.843E-3 0.0611 1.987E-3
The above statistics corespond to the data in those plots for which a
large spread in values appeared, making trends more difficult to read directly.
Only those runs arid figures noted here are represented above: Runs 70, 72,
and 75 correspond to Figures 3, 10, and 15; runs 85, 90, and 91 correspond
to Figures 1, 8, and 14; runs 99, 100, and 101 correspond to Figures 1, 8,
and 14; run 87 and 89 correspond to Figures 7, 13, and 17.
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ABSTRACT
A consortium composed of NASA, Texas A&M
University, Bell Hellcopter Textron, Boelng Hel-
Icopters, McDonnell Doug]as Hellcopters, and
Sikorsky Alrcraft conducted an experlmental pro-
gram to Investlgate the characteristics of a
model rotor under icing condltlons. Th_s pro-
Ject resulted _n the first U.S. test of a heavily
Instrumented model rotor conducted in the con-
trolled environment of a refrlgerated wind tun-
nel, the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel. The
tunnel entry used a Powered Force Model wlth
a l.B3-m (6.OO-ft)-d_ameter maln rotor, wlth
0.124-m (4.g-ln.)-chord maln rotor blades fabrl-
cared specially for thls experlment. Test con-
dltlons Included a range of liquid water content
and medlan volume droplet diameters that fell
within the FAA and DOD Iclng envelopes. The
test data show the effects of Icing on rotor
llft, rotor torque, b]ade loads, and vibration.
Ice shapes and Ice dlmenslons were taken, and
molds were made of three ice shapes. High-speed
movles were taken to document Ice shedding. The
results have been compared with analytlcal accre-
tlon predictions.
NOTATION
A c
B
accumulatlon parameter
total pressure, kN/m2
CLIo lift coefflclentlsolldlty
Cm model chord, m
CF full scale chord, m
C_lo torque coefflclentlsolldlty
CTlo thrust coefflclent/solldlty
c chord, m
d droplet diameter, pm
Ko
LHC
modlfled Inertla parameter
llquld water content, glm 3
R leadlng edge radius, m
T statlc alr temperature, °C
V Free stream velocity, mise:
X
0
p
p
OR
propulsive force
solldlty (0.173)
advance ratto
Ice density, g/m3
Iclng tlme, sec
rotor tlp speed
INTRODUCTION
The majority of U.S mllltary and c1vll
helicopters have a restricted or no clearance
for operating In forecast icing condltlons.
Thls Is due In part to the lack of adequate
rotor deleing systems, extreme rotor sensltlvlty
to ice accretlon, and the expense of system
quallflcatlon for the full Iclng envelope.
Procedures have been establlshed to use Iclng
tankers and/or ground Icing facIlltles, but
these approaches have not adequately simulated
natural icing conditions. Because of the trend
toward design of all-weather rotorcraft, it Is
necessary to develop and validate the experl-
mental techniques to understand the effects of
Ice on rotor performance and to determlne the
design requirements for rotor Ice protectlon.
Analytical methods are now belng developed to
predict rotor performance In Iclng, Including
Ice accretion and Ice shedding. The use of a
model rotor to provide a less expensive and more
repeatable source of test data wil] ald In the
valldatlon of these analytical methods and sup-
port the overall goal toward more expedlent
certlfIcatlon procedures (F_gure I). The
French undertook a model Iclng program where a
]/_-sca]e model rotor was tested In the ONERA
SIMA wind tunnel at Modane, France (Refer-
ence l). This testing showed that a model pro-
gram had promlse, but the data acquired were
too llmlted to provlde a correlation base. How-
ever, thls testing prompted the Interest of
rotorcraft icing researchers in the United
States. A rotor icing consortlum evolved to
identify and pursue an approach to model rotor
testlng In an Icing environment. NASA Lewis
Research Center undertook a program wlth unlver-
slty and industry partlclpants to 0emonstrate
the usefulness of the model rotor test technique
as an approach for obtaining meaningful Icing
data for rotatlng systems.
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TECHNICAL APPROACH
The Rotor Icing Consortlum is composed of
members from the four major helicopter companies:
Bell Hellcopter Textron, Boeing Helicopters,
McDonnell Douglas Helicopters, and Sikorsky
Aircraft Dlvlslon of Unlted Technologies, plus
representatives from NASA Lewis Research Center
(LeRC), U.S. Army Avlatlon Research and Technol-
ogy Actlvlty-AVSCOM, anO Texas A&M Unlverslty.
The consortlum worked during the early part of
the program tO Identlfy the necessary tasks and
the means to achieve them. Each of the members
was glven specific responsibilItles, as outlined
In Table I.
A two modeX approach was selected as the
most effective means to accomplish the program
goals. A llghtly instrumented OH-FB tall rotor
(Figure 2) that had been modlfled to approxi-
mately operate as a main rotor was chosen as the -
At the end of this InltlaI test perlod, the
model was revved and a second entry scheduled
for November IgBg. Between tests, the model was
serviced, data reviewed, hlgh speed motlon plc-
ture capablIlty added, and methods for Improvlng
blade track were prepared. Thls second entry
resulted In 41 Icing encounters In B test days.
MODEL AND FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS
Icing Research Tunnel
The IRT Is a closed-loop refrigerated wlnd
tunnel. A 41OO hp Fan provldes alrspeeds ub to
134 m/see (300 mph). The 21 OOO ton cabaclty
refrigeration heat exchanger can vary the total
temperature From -l.l to -42 "C (Figure 4). The
spray nozzles provide droplet sizes From aPbrOX-
Imately lO to 40 pm median volume dlameter (MVD)
with llquid wa_er contents (LNC) ranging From
0.2 to 3.0 g/mS The tunnel Is l.B m (6 ft)
hlgh and 2.7 m (g Ft) wide.
Armor plates were attached to the walls of
the tunnel test section, during the model rotor
test, to protect personnel In the control room.
Video systems were installed to monitor the test
area and local blade posltlons, and to provide
tracking Informatlon. For several runs 0.635 mm
(0.025 in.) aluminum sheets were placed on energy
absorbing material and attached to the armor
plating in line with the rotor disk plane. The
shed ice made permanent dents in the sheets that
will be callbrated to calculate the Impact energy
of the Ice that struck them. A hlgh speed 16 mm
camera was used to capture ice sheddlng from the
blades. The movles were taken at 2000 frames
per second and capture approxlmately a 60" arc
of the rotor rotational fleld.
Powered Force Model
The Sikorsky PFM Is a self-contalned, gen-
_nltlal test article. This would be followed by eral purpose rotor test rlg. The load measuring
the more SOph}stlcated Slkorsky Basic Model Tes_--- Systems, rotor power, and control mechanisms are
Rig (BMTR) Powered Force Model (PFM) (Flgure 3) located wlthln the model frame. The PFM can
to provide detailed rotor performance measure- accept a wlde range of rotor systems and fuselage
ments. The OH-S8 IRT entry would establish ...... skins. The rig Is capable of acceptlng a Fuse-
operational techniques for the more complex
model, define tunnel test capab_lltles for a
rotorcraft entry, and gather preliminary data.
The OH-S8 model test was completed In October
IgB8 and the results presented at the 19Bg Amer-
Ican Helicopter Society Annual Forum (Refer-
ence 2). The conclusion of thls %nItial test
Indicated the tunnel was capable of belng used
for model rotor icing. The test techniques
developed for the OH-S8 entry were reflned to
provlde a greater probablllty of success for
the PFM entry.
The initla] PFH Iclng Research Tunnel (IRT)
entry was scheduled for an B week period during
July tc September, 19Bg. During this tlme the
model was installed and Icing testlng began.
However, blade tracking problems and the hlgh
humldi:y, warm ambient conditions precluded
testlng at very cold temperatures. A total of
44 Icing encounters occurred _n the 14 days of
testing.
lage and powered tall rotor, each contalnlng Its
own balance system. For th_s project only the
maln rotor and Its balance were Installed. The
attachment of power, lubrication, control and
slgnal lines complete the model Installatlon.
The maln rotor was located I.O2 m (3.35 ft)
above the tunnel floor, about O.10 m (0.33 ft)
above the centerIIne. The U.S. Army UH-60A
model skins were used to enclose the balance
and rotor hardware (Figure 3). A small rotor
head falrlng contained the hub accelerometers.
Nhlle the fuselage sklns are scaled for a 2.86 m
(9.3? ft) rotor, tunnel dlmenslons dlctated the
use of a l.B3 m (6.00 ft) rotor for thls test.
The rotor head used for th_s project
(F_gure S) was a Slkorsky-deslgned and NASA
-- Langley-owned general purpose, four bladed, Fully
- articulated head with colncldent flap and lag
hinges at the 8.3 percent (76 mm or 3.00 in.)
ra0_a] station. The hub has adjustable lead-lag
TABLEI. - ROTOR ICING CONSORTIUM RESPONSIBILITIES FOR MODEL
ROTOR ICING TEST
Company Tasks
NASA Lewls Project coordlnatlon; Iclng test tech-
niques development for model rotor
}clng test
Propulsion
D1rectorate-AVSCOM
Iclng tunnel test hardware
Bell hel_copter
Boelng helicopters
McDonnel Douglas
helicopters
Slkorsky Aircraft
Texas A&M Unlverslty
PC-based safety of Fl%ght system
Test plan; analytlcal modeling
Composite rotor blade deslgn and
construction; test support
Powered force model and assoclated
hardware; data acqulst%on and reduc-
t}on; test support
PC-based data acqulsltion and
reductlon system; test support
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dampers and For thts test It had a zero p_tch-
flap coupling (63). In order to preserve a
consistent lead-lag damping coefficient durlng
the varlatlon In the IRT temperature, the rotor
viscous dampers were electrically heated to maln-
tain the fluid at about IO "C. Potentlometers
mounted on the flap, lead-lag, and pitch axes
provide posltlonal informatlon for the rotor
system relative to the shaft.
The PFM maln rotor was driven by two Task
3-phase varlable frequency Inductlon electric
motors. As Installed, the motors can rotate at
speeds up to 8000 rpm. A 3.5 to I reduction
gear box operates the rotor shaft speed to a
maximum of 2286 rpm, which equates to a rotor
tlp speed of 219 mps (718 fps). Each motor has
a contlnuous rating of 60 hp. Rotor speed was
measured using an optical encoder. Model power
was supplied by a varlable frequency motor-
generator set provided by the AerofllghtdynamIcs
Directorate, U.S. Army Avlatlon Research and
Technology Activity. The motor-generator set
featured a dlgltal closed-loop rpm feedback con-
trol, which maintained a set rotor speed under
the power variations that occurred due to Ice
accretlon, sheddlng, and control changes.
Individual elements of the model are
described In the following paragraphs.
Load measurement system. - The rotor forces
and moments (exGept torque) were measured uslng
a Modern Machlne 367-301 strain gage balance.
The balance was glmbal-mounted to the model
Frame wlth a soft spring attachment, which les-
sens the posslblllty of ground resonance. The
balance was electrically heated to malntaln It
at the calibration temperature of 20 "C. Rotor .
torque was obtalned by measuring the reactlon
force between the gearbox (which was mounted on
bearings) _nd the gearbox frame with a Revere
Model USPi-5-B load ceil. A IO2 channel slip-
ring was usec to transfer the rotating system
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slgnals from blade gages, pushrods, motlon hard-
ware, and accelerometers to the fixed system.
It also provided power to the damper heaters.
Control system. - The swashplate control
components conslsted of rotatlng pushrods and
sclssors, the swashplate, three electromechanl-
cal actuators, and a statlonary sclssors. Con-
trol inputs were made at the control console
wlth cyclic and collectlve Joystlck controllers.
The Input signals were electronlcally mixed by
the controller whlch then moved the model actua-
tors. A closed-loop feedback clrcult monltored
the actuator motlon. Resolved shaft axls cyclic
and flapplng first harmonic coefflclents were
obtalned from potentlometers located on the
rotorhead. These values were dlsplayed graphi-
cally and numerlcally to facilltate rotor
trimming.
Shaft angle control. - Shaft angle for
thls test was set by the model operator uslng a
remotely driven linear actuator located on the
test rlg support frame. A pltch arm transferred
the linear motion of the actuator to the rotat-
Ing motion of the model shaft. This resulted In
both a translational and model pltch motlon For
the rotor. The model support shaft angle range
was from -I0 to *3 ° • The angles set by the
shaft angle control were corrected by the glmbal
deflectlon angle and aerodynamlc wall correc-
tions to obtain the true total shaft angle.
Maln Rotor Blades
Ten blades were designed and built _y the
McDonnell Douglas Hellcopter Company using molds
bullt by Sikorsky Alrcraft. The blades for the
1.83 m (6.00 ft) diameter rotor had NACA OO12
airfoils with a chord of O.124 m (4.9 In.), a
-lO" llnear twist, and a taper ratio of I. The
blade welght had te be kept to a mlnlmum to s:ay
within rotor head stress llmlts at the des{_n
rotor speed. The weight constraint resulted In
a th_nwal]edhollowspar,anunsupportedtrail-
ing edge, and unprotected airfoI] surfaces.
These deslgn restrIctlons led to problems during
cold temperature operations. The blades behaved
d_fferently, causing variations In tracklng. It
Is belleved that temperature cycling and the un-
filled tra_llng edge area caused the tracklng
changes. Two of the b]ades were Instrumented
wlth strain gages In the flatwlse, edgewise, and
torsional axes to provide blade loading Informa-
tion for safety of flight. The data from the
edgewise strain gages proved to be very useful
In Identlfylng sheddlng events. Thls prompted
the addition of root edgewise strain gages to
the noninstrumented blades prior to the second
entry.
The rotor blades were marked on their upper
surfaces with the blade number and spanwlse dec-
ade percentage marks to provide Identlflcatlon
of the b]ade belng monitored and the relatlve
locatlon of the ice that was shed.
INSTRUHENTATION AND DATA SYSTEM
Test Parameters
The test parameters measured fell Into two
maln categorles - those that were of research
Interest and those that were requlred solely for
safety-of-flight. The 41 parameters in the
First category were processed by the Dynamic
Data Aqulsltlon System (DDAS) and saved on both
dlgltal tape and floppy disks. Derived parame-
ters were also computed uslng the DDAS and saved
for further analysis. The test parameters used
For analysis include the followlng:
Maln rotor balance loads (6 components)
Maln rotor torque and speed
Tunnel temperature, and statlc and total
pressure
Llquld water content (measured by Johnson-
Nilllams probe)
Control posltlons (4) and Instrumented
blade angles (3)
Resolved blade ?iapplng and conlng (3)
Instrumented blade ?latwlse (3), edgewise
(4), and torsional (2) loads
Blade root edgewise load For each blade
(November entry)
Gimbal and rotor head acceleratlons (4)
Pushrod loads (2)
Derived parameters calculated from the above
test parameters w111 be discussed later In the
paper.
Each of the parameters in the 11st above
(except the Johnson-Hilllams LHC and the root
edgewise loads) were stored on an analog tape
along wlth a voice track, a ]-per-revolutatlon
signal, and a tlme code. These parameters used
40 of the avallable 42 tape tracks.
Several derlved parameters from the trans-
ducer outputs were computed and displayed at a
rate of once per second to allow the model oper-
ator and the safety of flight (SOF) englneer to
monitor loads and set target test conditions.
These values accounted For tunne_ blockage and
buoyancy corrections, coordlnate transform-
ations, transfers, and balance Interactions.
The SOF system recorded an additional 47
parameters, saved temporarily In the event of a
model malfunctlon, but not archlved for further
analysis. Included on the tape were oll pres-
sure, oll and water flow rates, drive system
and motor temperatures, motor accelerations,
heater voltages, llmlt swltch and solenoid posi-
tions, rotor speed, and reference voltages.
Dynamic Data Acqulsltlon System (DDAS)
The DDAS, safety of flight system, and
model operations consoles were all located |n
the control room of the IRT. Data paramete,s
were recorded on both analog and d_gttal sys-
tems. The analog system was Installed prlmarlly
as a safety of fllght system and has not yet
been used for data analysls. The heart of the
dlgltal system was a D1gltal EQuipment Corpora-
tlon PDPll/34 minicomputer. This test used 41
of the available 12B data channels, whlch were
condltloned, dlgltlzed, and transferred to the
PDPII by a Neff System 620. Simultaneous
sample and hold amplifiers Froze the analog
channels before dlgltlzlng to malntaln tlme cor-
relatlon of each parameter In each t_me Frame
(i.e., in each data snapshot). The system was
conflgured to acquire data In both time and
rotor domain. Data were acquired at a rate of
16 samples per rotor revolution during the
|cIng test. Data acqulsltlon hardware and soft-
ware were developed to reduce the quantlty of
stored data, l.e., a contlnuous record of a
150 sec _cIng run with a rotor tip speed of
213.4 mps (700 fps or 37.I Hz) would produce
3.7 million records, more than the DDAS can han-
dle. Therefore, data were dlgltlzed only for
the first 10 revolutlons of each second (160
samples per data burst). The data were trans-
ferred from the DDAS to a PC/AT computer for
further processing.
Safety of Fllght System
Three pieces of equipment make up the model
SOF instrumentation. An automated datalogger
was used to monitor drive component tempera-
tures, fluld flows and pressures, damper and
balance temperatures, and various status volt-
ages. Crltlcal SOF parameters such as balance
loads, pushrod loads, blade loads and fixed sys-
tem vibrations were manually monitored during
testing. Each data parameter was sent to a 42
track FM tape system which served as both an
Incldent recorder and an analog data archive
system.
Data Processlng Equatlons
A number of commonly used rotorcraft param-
eters can be computed from the measured test
data. An Integral part of the processing of this
information Is the correction of the wind tunnel
data For the effects of the tunnel walls. These
corrections increase the effective tunnel speed
and alter the rotor wake ?low angles. Nondlmen-
sional terms can also be calculated to normalize
the data for day-to-day changes In ambient pres-
sure, rotor speed Fluctuations, and temperature
variations. Datacorrectionsmustalsobemade
Forshaft torquetares, gravity tares, the
inducedangleof attack,andthree-dlmenslonal
buoyancyandsolid blockage effects. The coor-
dinate systems, data correction equatlons, and
a descrlptlon of the derived parameters will be
Included in a future NASA Contractor Report.
TEST PROCEDURE
Test Technlques
The test technlques used In the IRT were
based on previous model operating experience and
procedures developed during the July to October,
IgB@ OH-S@ tall rotor entry In the tunnel (Refer-
ence 2). Each Icing run was recorded on the DDAS
and vldeo systems. The video provided a vlewlng
history of the Ice accretlons and sheddlngs.
There were three separate video systems: one
for safety monitoring, one for blade tracking
(which also provided good Ice profile shapes
near the blade tip), and one that allowed close-
up images of the rotor blades. The three sys-
tems were strobe driven by a slgnal off the
rotor shaft angle encoder. Thls gave a "frozen"
Image of the blade. The close-up data video " -
system was installed on a tilt and pan mechanism
along with a 35 mm camera that had a 400 mm zoom
lens. The data vldeo system had the capabliIty
of traversing the entlre diameter of the main
rotor while aIIowing zoom shots of as small a
span as O.10 m (3.g4 In.) of the blade leading
edge. The 35 mm camera was focused on the same
close-up viewing area as the video camera,
allowlng pictures wlth greater resolutlon and
clarlty to be taken. Both the data video and
the 35 mm camera were triggered from the same
strobe to provide an accurate repllcatlon of
the video Image for the 35 mm camera.
Durlng the test run, Informatlon was col-
lected on the DOAS and the video systems, and
the tunnel conditions were monitored. Liquid
water content Information (rise tlme, cloud sta-
bilization, and spray bar lag from spray Inltia-
tlon) was recorded from the Control Room console
output and a Johnson-Hilllams (J-H) LHC meter.
Tables provldlng the main rotor operating condl-
tlons were printed out at the beglnnlng and end
of each run. Spray times, temperatures, and
general comments were noted.
Post-run Informatlon was gathered by tak-
Ing 35 mm camera photographs, record£ng Ice
tracings, noting visual observations, and making
Ice molds. Pictures were taken of the blade
pIanform, an end profile, and any unusua] ice
formations. Close-up shots of Ice growths were
taken to record their minute detail. A heated
alumlnum block wlth a cut-out contour of the
alrfo_l shape was used to make a clean slice
through the Ice formatlon. A template was then
held agalrst the ice shape and a tracing made.
Measurements of the ice thickness along the pro-
file were taken at various chord locations.
Visual observations were recorded about the kind
of Ice, any secondary growth, and frost forma-
tion. Molds were taken of two blades on three
separate occasions.
Test Operation
A typlcal test run consisted of bringing
the PFM up to speed to exercise the rotor, then
shuttlng the model down to take statlc balance
and gage readings. The model was then brought
up to operatlng speed and once the rotor was
stab111zed, a dynamlc zero (wind off, zero col-
lective) was taken. After thls record the
rotor rpm was dropped to some nominal level whlle
the tunnel controls were set and the tunnel
started up. Hhen the tunnel condltlons were
stable the model operator returned to the
desired speed, set the test point conditions,
and took an uniced baseline point. The data
engineer then Inltlated data acqulsltlon and
the tunnel operator Initiated the spray
sequence. At the end of the run the tunnel rpm
was brought down to Idle (taklng approximately
2 mln) whlle the model operator lowered the
rotor speed to reduce centrifugal loads on the
accreted Ice. Hhen the tunnel test sectlon
speed was below 10 kn the rotor was stopped.
After the run the reseachers entered the test
section and documented the results, The assem-
bly was deiced and condltlons set for the next
run.
TEST DATA
Test Cond_tlons
A total ok 108 test runs were completed.
0? those, B5 were icing events wlth the rest
comprlsed of systems check-out, gravity and hub
tares, balancing, and basellnes. The test
matrix was set up to Include a range of condi-
tions for a number of rotorcraft performance
parameters under varied IRT conditions. For
thls test the temperature range was -I.7 to
-29.? "C, the LHC range was 0.35 to 1.24 g/m 3,
and the MVD range was 13 t? 23 _m. Th_ predomi-
nant condition was at -15 C, 0.50 g/m LHC, and
15 pm MVD. Iclng encounter times were from 54
to 168 sec. Thrust, propulslve force, advance
ratio, and model rpm were changed, withln the
above tunnel condltlons, to provlde a wlde scope
of performance mapping.
Accurac X and RepeatablIIty
The 2o accuracy of the rotor loads was
estlmated to be:
TABLE 2. - ROTOR BALANCE
ACCURACY
Llft
Drag
Torque
Balance
full
scale,
percent
0.2
.2
.7
Typical
measure-
ment,
percent
t,1
10
2.5
-The rotor head motion hardware consisted of
blade pitch, flap, and lead-lag potentlometers.
These potentlometers were of the single turn
conductive plastic type. The total system accu-
racy was measured at =0.3".
The ablllty to repeat a test condition was
a major goal of thls test program. Rotorcraft
Iclng fllght test data has been subject to con-
siderable data scatter, making the appllcation
of that data to code valldatlon and basic
research dlffIcult. A portlon of the observed
scatter occurs due to varlatlons In the accre-
tlon of Ice on an airfoil, Reference 3, but most
of the scatter comes from uncontrolled varlatlon
In the cloud. The trends from the IRT data
examined show some scatter, but, In general, the
data appears to be of much better quallty than
prevlous data available In the public domain.
Figure 6 shOWS similar trends for a condition
that was repeated four tlmes. Figure 7 shows
Ice shape comparisons for two different repeat
condltlons and illustrates the small amount of
variance between each of the respective runs.
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Slmilar|ty Laws
SCALING
In a test of this nature the concept of
Iclng scallng must be addressed. Ideally, a
complete scallng law must include
(I) Similarity of airflow over dry and Iced
surfaces
(2) Similarity of blade reactlon to aero-
dynamic forces
(3) Similarity of droplet momentum
(4) Similarity of frozen droplet mass flux
(5) Simllarlty of energy balance where
freezlng occurs
(6) Simllarlty of forces which cause
shedding
It should be noted that thls test dld not
deal wlth scaling in a truly r_gorous way. The
rotor chord was about 0.]27 m (5 In.) to reduce
rotor chord sca]e effects. The tunnel geometry
constrained the model to a 1.83 m (6.00 ft)
dlameter rotor which results In a hlgh (0.173)
solldlty. A full scale verslon of thls rotor
does not exist. A number of the above scallng
areas were addressed and are discussed in the
following sections.
Airflow and Sheddlng Slmllarltx
The main alrfo11 parameters are the Math
and Reynolds numbers. The model was run at full
scale tlp speeds because blade 1oadlng and per-
formance were important. Thls slmulated full
scale Math number and advance ratlo. Reynolds
number was considered of secondary Importance
because Reynolds number effects at thls scale
and larger are generally small and an iced alr-
toll transltlons to turbulent flow very early.
The Ice/alrfoll Interface shear stresses (which
domlnate shedding characterlstlcs) are matched
at constant temperature.
Droplet Momentum
In order to slmulate full scale droplet
momentum It can be shown that the droplet modl-
fled Inertla parameter must be kept constant.
The modified Inertla parameter can be expressed
as
vO.62dl.62
K0 = BO.38R (1)
Thus, keeplng the modlfled Inertla parameter
constant and assuming total pressure and veloc-
Ity are the same, the ratlo of _Oel and full
scale droplet dlameters can be given as
(2)
If the modified tnertta parameter Is held con-
stant the local collection efficiency will be
the same for the model and full scale (Refer-
ence 4). Therefore, It would be desirable to
test at very low droplet sizes, e.g., below
]0 _m. The envelope of the IRT constrains the
droplet slze to no lower than 13 _m for the con-
dlt_ons tested.
Droplet Mass Flux
It has been determined that If the accumu-
latlon parameter is held constant, then the
droplet mass flux whlch Is frozen wlll remaln
constant between the model and full scale. The
accumulation parameter is given as:
A , (LWC)(V)(_) (3)
c pc
The derivation of the accumulatlon parameter
assumes:
(1) Ice shape stays geometrlcally slmllar
at all times.
(2) Local collectlon efficlency at the
stagnatlon point Is constant between model and
full scale bodies.
(3) Freezlng fractlon at stagnatlon point
Is constant between model and full scale bodies,
(4) Shedding of any water from Iced surface
_s zero or constant for both model and full
scale bodles.
Wlth the model's smaller chord, the Ic_ng test
time needs to be kept relatively short In order
to rep}Icate a full scale Iclng encounter.
Energy Balance
The impinging droplets will strike the alr-
foll surface at geometrlcally stmllar 1ocatlons
as those of a full scale case if the above scal-
Ing laws are applled. However, energy balance
concerns must be incorporated to assure that
these droplets freeze In the same place and man-
ner as a full scale Ice shape. Thls Is accom-
plished wlth the concept of freezlng fractlon,
which Is the ratio of frozen llquld to the
total amount of liquid In a control volume and
inciudes the Implng_ng water as wel_ as runback
from nelghborlng contro] volumes. The general
energy balance on the Interfaclal layer was
developed by Messinger and can be found In
Reference 5.
Scaling theory requires that the freezing
fractlon be held constant between the scaled
and full scale case. Thls requlres slmllarlty
of the heat transfer coefflclent, which Is
strongly dependent on the surface roughness.
For thls test It was assumed that, after the
onset of }ring, the surface roughness of the
Ice was similar to that of full scale case.
Therefore, the energy slmllarlty was approxl-
mately satlsfled.
Oue _o the weight constraints the blades
were not dynamically scaled. It should be noted
that the CUrrent state of the art scaling laws
are by no means all-lncluslve and much work _s
needed In this area. Several
the slmllarlty laws are evident. First, the
mass and energy balance do not Include the
effects of movement and sheddlng of water on
the surface as well as Ice sheddlng. Further,
the basic assumptions from which the Ice accre-
tion energy balance was derlved have recently
been shown to be In error. Fllms have shown
that there Is a dlstlnct multlzonal characterls-
tlc to alrfoll ice accretlon (Reference 6). The
trad|tlonal runback model appears to be valid In
the region near the stagnation point. Here, the
energy balance described above would be appro-
prlate. However, In the reglon aft of the tran-
sltlon polnt, which would Include the majorlty
of the region of accretlon, surface tension
i_i forces appear to dominate and little or no run-
back occurs. Thus, nK)re work _eadlng to a modl-
fied s|mllarlty law Is needed in thls area. It
was felt that, glven the constralnts of the
project that slmllarlty was met to the highest
possible degree for this rotor. There Is a
..... great deal of confidence that the data taken Is
valld for analysls purposes. Future valldatlon
of thls test technlque however, would dictate
that a model rotor wlth a full scale equivalent
be chosen.
DATA ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
Data Initialization
The data has been revlewed to determlne
experlmentally the onset of Iclng. The estab-
lishment of thls onset was based on a Johnson-
Nilllams LWC probe data when avallable, as well
as the change In rotor torque and llft. Thls
approach has been used throughout the analysls
for the preparatlon of parameter comparlsons.
L_quld Wa_er Content
The liquid water content and droplet diame-
ter of the spray cloud are dependent on the
spray bar water and alr pressures, and the tun-
nel velocity. The pressure values are generated
from a set of calibration equatlons. The above
approach elves an accurate settlng for LWC, but
It does not provide any hlstory of the spray
which Is necessary to understand the cloud tlme
lag between spray on and model Inundatlon, rlse
time to the target LWC, and cloud characterlstlc
during the spray. A Johnson-Wllllams (J-W) llq-
uld water content meter was Installed slightly
in front of and below the rotor. Thls provlded
cloud Informatlon to detail the above concerns.
The duratlon of the sprays ranged From 54
to 186 sec. Scale rotor testlng must use these
shorter tlmes to replicate full scale condl-
t|ons. However, thls presents some concern In
the IRT because these short spray durations fall
within the spray stabIllzatlon time, l.e., It
normally takes up to a minute for the cloud to
reach steady state condltlon. A plot of the
J-W LWC data for a number of runs (Figure B)
• Indlcates that there Is some rlse tlme prior to
reaching the target value (with the rlse time
increasing at the higher LWC runs), but the
spray condltlon remains relatlvely close to the
desired settlng after the ramo up. The Cloud
shortcomlngs of .... reached the model about I0 sec after the "spray
on"commandwasglven.TheLNCrepeatabilityis
shownfor twodlfferent spraybarsettingsin
Figureg.
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The data Follows expected trends when the
LHC is increased. The torque data shows an
Increase (Figure lO) and the llft performance
degrades (Figure ll).
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The median volume droplet diameter was
changed in a range fr_)m 13 to 23 pm at a con-
stant LHC of 0.75 glm j. The results indicate
that an increase in MVD size has the expected
effect of increasing the torque (Figure 12).
The droplet diameter has no slgnificant effect
on lift for the range of HVD sizes tested.
There was good repeatablllty for the 13 and
15 pm cases, but the results are less clear wlth
the IB and 23 pm slzes.
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Delta Lift And Torque Trends
The precision of the balance made the accu-
racy of X bar less than desired. The balance,
which was sized to accommodate the vibratory
loads due to Ice shedding, was too large to
measure precSsely the low drag loads at the pri-
mary test speed of 31.1 m/see (BO kn). However,
the data show that shaft angle, and hence X bar,
are of secondary importance In the data trends
(Flgure 13). Therefore, small differences in
X bar are not significant, and data comparisons
are made with runs that have similar but not
identical values.
The test was generally done with the collec-
tlve pitch and shaft angle held constant during
the Icing encounter. For most of the trends
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shown In thls report theInltIalCLlo-wasabout
0,065 and the Inlt_al Co/o was about 0.0047.
However, many theoretical comparlsons may be
• better performed at constant llft condltlons.
Therefore, three condltlons were repeated with
the model pllot malntalnlng zero flapping and
CL/o at the Inltlal value The translent nature
of Icing creates a s_gnlficant pllot workload,
but the results show that the condltlon can be
flown, an_ that changes In collective during the
run have an Impact on the data. Figure 14 shows
the power increases for this constant llft case
and Figure 15 shows the llft hlstory. Collec-
tlve Increased about 0.5" for these cases,
Temperature was varied from near freezing
to very cold (-30.5 "C). Figure 16 shows a plot
of the power Increase for temperatures ranging
from -3.7 to -15.2 °. The torque Increases as
temperature decreases because, In thls tempera-
ture range, the radial icing extent Increases.
As more of the rotor blade is Iced the perform-
ance penaltles become more severe. Figure 17
shows another plot of torque rlse for a much
colder temperature range, -15,2 to -30.5 "C,
Here. the torque rlse trend reverses and actually
decreases wlth temperature, As the temperature
decreases the Ice shape changes From glaze to
rlme, and the performance penaltles are less.
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Figure 18 shows a plot of the llft loss for the
entlre range of temperatures. The trend Is con-
sistent wlth that of the torque, except for the
extremely cold temperature (-30.5 "C).
The effects of icing on rotor torque at
different tlp speeds Is shown In Figure 19.
There appears to be a crltlcal velocity between
15Z and 183 mps. For the former case the torque
rlse steadlly increases throughout most of the
run. However, the roll-off and maximum values
for the three hlgher speed cases Is roughly the
same. For the higher tip speeds a balance
between sheddlng and accretlon appears to have
been reached such that the torque levels off
after roughly 50 sec of Iclng tlme.
Although data were taken for sweeps of
advance ratlo and dlsk loading at thls tlme there
Is not enough evidence to support any conclusive
remarks In these areas. These topics wlll be
addressed In detail once a thorough analysis of
the data Is completed.
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Accretlon
Fundamental to any simulation of an Iclng
encounter Is the correct representation of the
accreted Ice shape. If accurate data on per-
formance degradatlon Is desired, a model Ic|ng
experiment must accrete Ice In a manner slmllar
to full scale flight. An assessment of the
quality of the data must begin wlth an evalua-
tlon of the correctness of the accreted Ice
shapes In terms of repeatablllty and trends.
Repeatability has been establlshed In an
earlier sectlon; a dlscusslon of the trends
wlll follow.
A hellcopter rotor blade w_ll experience
nonuniform Ice growth as a functlon of radlal
locatlon due to the veloclty varlatlon and the
attendant aerodynamic heatlng effects along the
span of the blade. The local rlme Ice growth
IS dependent on the Accumulatlon Parameter whic_
Is a functlon of veloclty, and as veloclty
Increases the overall thlckness of the resultlng
Ice shape w|ll Increase. Also, as velocity
increases the effects of aerodynamic heatlng
become Important and ralse the surface tempera-
ture to a point where rlme transltlons to glaze.
These trends are born out In F|gure 20 whlch
shows the radlal variation of accretion For a
typical run, The pr|mary shape Increases In
SiZe from the 50 percent to the ?0 percent span-
wlse location, and the |ca proflle changes from
a smooth rime shape at the 50 percent location
to a rough glaze shape at the go percent
locatlon.
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The accretlon characterlstIcs are also
determined by the droplet size and the liquid
water content. Rime ice tends to be associated
wlth smaller droplets and glaze ice with larger
ones, Figure 21 ll]ustrates thls by showing the
transition From a rlme shape for 13 pm to a
rougher glaze shape For IB pm. The figure also
shows that the lower impingement limit moves
back as the drop]et size Increases. The smaller
particles, with lower inertia parameters, are
more likely to be deflected around the alrfolI
resulting in a narrow collectlon zone close to
the stagnatlon polnt (Reference 7). As the par-
title slze increases the Inertla parmeter
Increases and the droplets are less Influenced
by the alrfol] f]owfleld, strlklng the surface
further aft of the stagnation point. The 11quld
water content Is a measure of how much moisture
Is }n the cloud: the higher the ]}quid water
content, the more severe the Iclng encounter.
As shown In EQuation (3) for rlme _ce, the
thickness of the ice Is llnearly proportional tO
the ]Iquld water content. Thls can be seen In
Figure 22 which shows an Increase In Ice thicK-
ness for Increaslng llquld water content.
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The ability to adequately predict a given
Ice shape Is crltIcal to a rlgorous methodology
which predicts performance degradation during an
icing encounter. The current state of the art
}n thls area Is the computer analysis LEHICE,
which was developed at NASA Lewls. LEHICE +s a
two-dlmenslonal code which, given the geometric
and atmospheric conditions, wlll predict the
cross-sectional Ice shape for a specified icing
time. Several comparlsons have been made
between the predIctlons o? LENICE and thls
exper_me_ta] data. The local ang]e of attack
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IJ " 0.20, OR " 206 rods, CL/O " O.OG+$• T = -15 OC+
r/R - 50%).
was determlned wlth the Boeing Hellcopter B6S
computer performance code. The Math number and
angle of attack were azlmuthally averaged for
Input Into LEHICE, as shown to be appropriate
by Korkan, Dadone, and Shaw (Reference 8). The
guidelines for tlme step slze and surface rough-
ness were those descrlbed by Korkan and Brltton
(Figure 9). Figure 23 shows two sample compari-
sons for a rlme condltlon. The overall aggree-
merit is good wlth s11ght overpredlctlon by
LENICE on the lower surface. The majority of
comparisons made to date have been for rlme con-
dltions and the preliminary results have been
encouraging.
In any experiment of this type It Is impor-
tant to establlsh the quallty of the accretlon
data because It Is fundamental to the conFldence
In the rest of the experimental Informatlon.
The prellmlnary evidence Indicates that the Ice
accretion data Is repeatable and follows the
correct trends. Any substantial quantltatlve
statement about the quallty of the data wlll
have to walt until a Full analysls can be
completed.
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Sheddlnq
The ice shedding process Is a important
Factor in a propeller or rotorcraft Icing
encounter: thls phenomena dominates the outcome
of the entlre Icing event. The sheddIng proc-
ess Is influenced by centrlfugal forces, aerody-
namic loadlng, and the elastic deformatlons of
the blades. Shedding can pose several potentlal
problems for rotorcraft. The ice leavlng the
blades at high tip speeds has substantlal energy
and can cause fuselage damage for rotorcraft,
especially t}lt-rotor and propeller appllca-
tlons. Also, when Ice sheds In a nonuniform
fashlon an out-of-balance cond}tlon can arise
resultlng In high vibratory loads.
Figure 24 shows a plot of the root straln
gage output for each of the blades as a func-
tlon of tlme. Hhen a shed occurs there Is a
large ?luctuatlon In the strain gage reading.
There were two major shedding events for thls
run; one at approximately 25 see and another at
about 38 sec. For both events blade number 4
experiences a shed first, followed by sheds from
the other blades. Rotor torque, also shown In
Figure 24, exhibits a _malI reduction In torque
during minor sheddlng, w_th Bx)re pronounced
changes In torque at major sheddlng events.
There were instances where Ice was shed asymmet-
rlcally, but the model vlbratlon load llmlts
were not exceeded. Figure 25 shows an example
of a section of a blade wlth Ice shed. Hhile
this shows a relatlvely clean break In the Ice,
the majority of the tlme there Is some resldual
Ice left on the blade after a shed,
A preliminary viewing of the hlgh speed
movies found nlne Ice shed events either par-
tially or completely captured. It Is hoped that
thls Information, along with the shed Impact
data can be used to validate an Ice shedding
computer model currently being developed.
The condltlon of the blade surface has an
effect on shedding characterlstlcs. While the
blades and exposed areas of the hub were wiped
clean of any bearing grease prlor to every run,
post run examination revealed some degree of
grease on the Inboard portions of the alrfoll
leading edge. The effects on adheslon proper-
ties are not known, but the data examined show
that Ice sheddlng was reasonably repeatable.
Correlation With Theory
The current work In analytical modeling has
been a prelImlnary Investigation of Ice accre-
tion (shown in Figure Ig). He will continue to
correlate the experimental data with the B65 and
Sikorsky GRP forward flight performance codes,
and the LEHICE accretion code.
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclud_n_ Remarks
The examination of the data from the PFM
testlng has provlded encouraglng results. The
quallty of the test data appears to be excel-
lent. The changes In llft and torque are well
documented and are remarkably repeatable. The
mo_el Instrumentation c]early shOws the time of
shedding events and templates have been made to
document the Ice shapes at the end of each test
run,
The data show the effects of temperature,
rpm, liquid water content, and droplet diameter
on Iclng. The qualltatlve trends of the data
revlewed to date are correct and the test proc-
ess looks sound. The ltft at a constant control
collectlve dropped by up to lS percent. Torque
increases of 50 percent and more were common.
It appears that the technlques employed have
been validated by the results obtalned, and that
the data w111 be useful for code and scaling
research and development.
Future Plans
The near term goal Is the completion of the
data analysis for the PFM entries. We w111 con-
tlnue the examination of the rotor performance
data. Only a small amount of the Ice accretlon
and shedding data have been revlewed. Correla-
tlon studles will be done to see If new emplr-
Ical equatlon; need or can be developed. High
speed 16 mm movles w111 be processed, and th_s
Information used with the energy impact data to
support Ice accretion and shedding mode] devel-
opment. The molds taken during the testing will
be used to make .Ice castlngs and hopefully these
wl]l have the quali:y needed for ice slmulatlon
experlments.
The longer term goals Include further model
Icing tests, coordinated with full-scale rotor-
craft _clng Fllght testlng. Thls would follow a
loglcal progresslon for development and verlfl-
cation of the model rotor test techniques and
the analyzlcal methods, and Identify where thelr
usa in maln rotor deslgn Is approprlate.
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Photo No. Run No.
C-90-02358 80
-02360 76
-02362 76
-02363 76
-02364 76
-02365 76
-02366 76
-02367 76
-02370 71
-02371 73
-02372 71
-02374 69
-02375 70
-02378 69
-02384 76
-02391 100
-02393 94
-02400 9O
-02401 85
-02403 85
-02405 80
-02553 47
Appendix C
LWC VMD
(g/m3)
0.98 15
0.7 15
0.7 15
0.7 15
0.7 15
0.7 15
0.7 15
O.7 15
0.43 15
0.38 15
O.43 15
0.5 15
O.5 15
0.5 15
0.7 15
1.00 15
0.5 15
0.74 13
O.74 23
0.8i 18
0.98 15
0.5 15
Time
(sec)
54
200
200
2O0
2OO
200
200
200
80
80
80
168
54
168
200
80
80
168
80
80
54
80
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